This chapter presents a novel idea for the general case of the Common Due-Date (CDD) scheduling problem. The problem is about scheduling a certain number of jobs on a single or parallel machines where all the jobs possess different processing times but a common due-date. The objective of the problem is to minimize the total penalty incurred due to earliness or tardiness of the job completions. This work presents exact polynomial algorithms for optimizing a given job sequence for single and identical parallel machines with the run-time complexities of O(n log n) for both cases, where n is the number of jobs. Besides, we show that our approach for the parallel machine case is also suitable for non-identical parallel machines. We prove the optimality for the single machine case and the runtime complexities of both. Henceforth, we extend our approach to one particular dynamic case of the CDD and conclude the chapter with our results for the benchmark instances provided in the OR-library.
Introduction
The Common Due-Date scheduling problem involves sequencing and scheduling of jobs over machine(s) against a common due-date. Each job possesses a processing time and different penalties per unit time in case the job is completed before or later than the due-date. The objective of the problem is to schedule the jobs so as to minimize the total penalty due to earliness or tardiness of all the jobs. In practice, a common due date problem occurs in almost any manufacturing industry. Earliness of the produced goods is not desired because it requires the maintenance of some stocks leading to some expenses to the industry for storage cost, tied-up capital with no cash flow etc.. On the other hand, a tardy job leads to customer dissatisfaction.
When scheduling on a single machine against a common due date, one job at most can be completed exactly at the due date. Hence, some of the jobs will complete earlier than the common due-date, while other jobs will finish later. Generally speaking, there are two classes of the common due-date problem which have proven to be NP-hard, namely:
• Restrictive CDD problem
• Non-restrictive CDD problem.
A CDD problem is said to be restrictive when the optimal value of the objective function depends on the due-date of the problem instance. In other words, changing the due date of the problem changes the optimal solution as well. However, in the non-restrictive case a change in the value of the due-date for the problem instance does not affect the solution value. It can be easily proved that in the restrictive case, the sum of the processing times of all the jobs is strictly greater than the due date and in the non-restrictive case the sum of the processing times is less than or equal to the common due-date.
In this chapter, we study the restrictive case of the problem. However, our approach can be applied to the non-restrictive case on the same lines. We consider the scenario where all the jobs are processed on one or more machines without pre-emption and each job possesses different earliness/tardiness penalties. We also discuss a particular dynamic case of the CDD on a single machine and prove that our approach is optimal with respect to the solution value.
Related Work
The Common due-date problem has been studied extensively during the last 30 years with several variants and special cases [13, 19] . In 1981, Kanet presented an O(n log n) algorithm for minimizing the total absolute deviation of the completion of jobs from the due date for the single machine, n being the number of jobs [13] . Panwalkar et al. considered the problem of common due-date assignment to minimize the total penalty for one machine [15] . The objective of the problem was to determine the optimum value for the due-date and the optimal job sequence to minimize the penalty function, where the penalty function also depends on the due-date along with earliness and tardiness. An algorithm of O(n log n) complexity was presented but the special problem considered by them consisted of symmetric costs for all the jobs [15, 19] .
Cheng again considered the same problem with slight variations and presented a linear programming formulation [5] . In 1991 Cheng and Kahlbacher and Hall et al. studied the CDD problem extensively, presenting some useful properties for the general case [6, 10] . A pseudo polynomial algorithm of O(n 2 d) (where, d is the common due-date) complexity was presented by Hoogeveen and Van de Velde for the restrictive case with one machine when the earliness and tardiness penalty weights are symmetric for all the jobs [11] . In 1991 Hall et al. studied the unweighted earliness and tardiness problem and presented a dynamic programming algorithm [10] . Besides these earlier works, there has been some research on heuristic algorithms for the general common due date problem with asymmetric penalty costs. James presented a tabu search algorithm for the general case of the problem in 1997 [12] .
More recently in 2003, Feldmann and Biskup approached the problem using metaheuristic algorithms namely simulated annealing (SA) and threshold accepting and presented the results for benchmark instances up to 1000 jobs on a single machine [4, 7] . Another variant of the problem was studied by Toksari and Güner in 2009, where they considered the common due date problem on parallel machines under the effects of time dependence and deterioration [20] . Ronconi and Kawamura proposed a branch and bound algorithm in 2010 for the general case of the CDD and gave optimal results for small benchmark instances [17] . In 2012, Rebai et al. proposed metaheuristic and exact approaches for the common due date problem to schedule preventive maintenance tasks [16] .
In 2013, Banisadr et al. studied the single-machine scheduling problem for the case that each job is considered to have linear earliness and quadratic tardiness penalties with no machine idle time. They proposed a hybrid approach for the problem based upon evolutionary algorithm concepts [2] . Yang et al. investigated the single-machine multiple common due dates assignment and scheduling problems in which the processing time of any job depends on its position in a job sequence and its resource allocation. They proposed a polynomial algorithm to minimize the total penalty function containing earliness, tardiness, due date, and resource consumption costs [21] .
This chapter is an extension of a research paper presented by the same authors in [1] . We extend our approach for a dynamic case of the problem and for non-identical parallel machines. Useful examples for both the single and parallel machines case are presented.
Problem Formulation
In this Section we give the mathematical notation of the common due date problem based on [4] . We also define some new parameters which are necessary for our considerations later on. Let, n = total number of jobs m = total number of machines n j = number of jobs processed by machine j (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) M j = time at which machine j finished its latest job W k j = k th job processed by machine j P i = processing time of job i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) C i = completion time of job i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) D = the common due date α i = the penalty cost per unit time for job i for being early β i = the penalty cost per unit time for job i for being tardy
The cost corresponding to job i is then expressed as
If job i is completed at the due date then both E i and T i are equal to zero and the cost assigned to it is zero. When job i does not complete at the due date, either E i or T i is non-zero and there is a strictly positive cost incurred. The objective function of the problem can now be defined as
According to the 3-field problem classification introduced by Graham et al. [9] , the common due-date scheduling problem on a single machine can be expressed as
This three field notation implies that the jobs with different processing times are scheduled on a single machine to minimize the total earliness and tardiness penalty.
The Exact Algorithm for a Single Machine
We now present the ideas and the algorithm for solving the single machine case for a given job sequence. From here onwards we assume that there are n jobs to be processed by a machine and all the parameters stated at the beginning of Section 3 represent the same meaning. The intuition for our approach comes from a property presented and proved by Cheng and Kahlbacher for the CDD problem [6] . They proved that the optimal solution for a problem instance with general penalties has no idle time between any two consecutive jobs or in other words, when the schedule is compact. This property implies that at no point of time the machine processing the jobs is left idle till the processing of all the jobs is completed. In our approach we first initialize the completion times of all the jobs without any idle times and then shift all the jobs with the same amount of time.
Let J be the input job sequence where J i is the ith job in the sequence J. Note that without loss of any generality we can assume J i = i, since we can rank the jobs for any sequence as per their order of processing. The algorithm takes the job sequence J as the input and returns the optimal value for Equation (1) . There are three requirements for the optimal solution: allotment of jobs to specific machines, the order of processing of jobs in every machine and the completion times for all the jobs.
Using the property of compactness proved by Cheng and Kahlbacher [6] , our algorithm assigns the completion times to all the jobs such that the first job is finished at max{P 1 , D} and the rest of the jobs follow without any idle time in order to obtain an initial solution which is then improved incrementally. It is quite apparent that a better solution for this sequence can be found only by reducing the completion times of all the jobs, i.e. shifting all the jobs towards decreasing total tardiness penalty as shown in Figure 1 with five jobs. Shifting all the jobs to the right will only increase the total tardiness. Hence, we first assign the jobs in J to the machine such that none of the jobs are early and there is no idle time between the processing of any two consecutive jobs, as stated in Equation (2) .
Before stating the exact algorithm for a given sequence for the single machine case, algorithm we first introduce some new parameters, definitions and theorems which are useful for the description of the algorithm. We first define DT i = C i − D, i = 1, 2, . . . , n and ES = C 1 − P 1 . It is clear that DT i is the algebraic deviation of the completion time of job i from the due date and ES is the maximum possible shift (reduction of completion time) for the first job. Definition 1. P L is a vector of length n and any element of P L (P L i ) is the penalty possessed by job i. We define P L, as
With the above Definition we can express the objective function stated by Equation (1) as min(Sol), where
The Algorithm 1 mentioned below returns the optimal solution value for any job sequence for the CDD problem on a single machine.
Algorithm 1: Exact Algorithm for Single Machine
1 Initialize C i ∀ i (Equation (2)) 2 Compute P L, DT, ES 3 Sol ← n i=1 (DT i · P L i ) 4 j ← 2 5 while (j < n + 1) do 6 C i ← C i − min{ES, DT j }, ∀ i 7 Update P L, DT, ES 8 V j ← n i=1 (DT i · P L i ) 9 if (V j < Sol) then Sol ← V j else go to 11 10 j ← j + 1 11 return Sol
Parallel Machine Case
For the parallel machine case we first need to assign the jobs to each machine to get the number of jobs and their sequence in each machine. In addition to the parameters explained in Section 3, we define a new parameter λ, which is the machine assigned to each job. Definition 2. We define λ as the machine which has the earliest scheduled completion time of the last job on that machine. Using the notation mentioned in Section 3, λ can be mathematically expressed as
Algorithm 2 assigns the first m jobs to each machine respectively such that they all finish processing at the due date or after their processing time, whichever is higher. For the remaining jobs, we assign a machine λ to job i since it offers the least possible tardiness. Likewise each job is assigned at a specific machine such that the tardiness for all the jobs is the least for the given job sequence. The job sequence is maintained in the sense that for any two jobs i and j such that job j follows i; the Algorithm 2 will either maintain this sequence or assign the same starting times at different machines to both the jobs. Finally, Algorithm 2 will give us the number of jobs (n j ) to be processed by any machine j and the sequence of jobs in each machine, W k j . This is the best assignment of jobs at machines for the given sequence. Note that the sequence of jobs is still maintained here, since Algorithm 2 ensures that any job i is not processed after a job i + 1. Once we have the jobs assigned to each machine, the problem then converts to m single machine problems, since all the machines are independent.
For the non-identical parallel machine case we need a slight change in the definition of λ in Definition 2. Recall that M j is the time at which machine Algorithm 2: Exact Algorithm: Parallel Machine
Algorithm 1 j finished its latest scheduled job and λ is the machine which has the least completion time of jobs, among all the machines. In the non-identical machine case we need to make sure that the assigned machine not only has the least completion time but it is also feasible for the particular job(s). Hence, for the non-identical machines case, the definition of λ in Algorithm 2 will change to λ i where
M j , such that machine j is feasible for job i .
For the remaining part, the Algorithm 2 works in the same manner as for the identical parallel machines. Algorithm 2 can then be applied to the nonidentical independent parallel machine case for the initial allocation of jobs to machines.
Illustration of the Algorithms
In this Section we explain Algorithm 1 and 2 with the help of illustrative examples consisting of n = 5 jobs for both, single and parallel machine case. We optimize the given sequence of jobs J where J i = i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 5. The data for this example is given in Table 1 . There are five jobs to be processed against a common due-date (D) of 16. The objective is to minimize Equation (4).
Single Machine Case
We first initialize the completion times of all the jobs according to Equation (2) as shown in Figure 2 . The first job is completed at the due-date and possesses no penalty. However, all the remaining jobs from J i , i = 2, 3, 4, 5 are tardy. After the initialization, the total penalty of this schedule is Sol =
Hence, the objective value Sol = 116. After the first left shift of 5 time units, the total penalty of this schedule is
. Hence the objective value Sol = 81. After the third left shift of 2 time units (Figure 4) , the total penalty of this schedule is Sol = n i=1
. Hence the objective value Sol = 95.
Since the new value of the objective function is higher than in the previous step, we have the optimal value and schedule for this problem as shown in Figure 3 with a total penalty of 81.
For the sake of completeness, Figure 5 shows the next step if we continue reducing the completion times using the same criterion as before. After the last possible left shift of 3 time units, the total penalty of this schedule is Sol = n i=1 Hence the objective value Sol = 146. The total penalty increases further to a value of 146. Hence, the optimal value for this sequence is 81.
Parallel Machine Case
In the parallel machine case we consider two parallel machines and illustrate how we first assign the jobs in the same job sequence J to the machines and optimize them independently. The data used in this example is the same as in Table 1 . The common due-date for the instance is also the same as earlier, D = 16. (d) Figure 6 : Illustration of the assignment of jobs to machines. After the assignment, each machine has a certain number of jobs in the given sequence.
As shown in Figure 6 (a), there are five jobs to be processed on two independent identical parallel machines, against a due-date of 16. Hence, we first assign the jobs to a machine. We start with the first two jobs in the sequence J and assign them to the machines separately at max{P i , D}, Figure 6(b) . For the remaining jobs, we subsequently choose a machine which offers least tardiness for each job. The third job in the sequence is assigned to the first machine and the fourth job goes to the second machine on the same lines, as depicted in Figure 6 (c). Finally, we have all the jobs assigned to a machine (Figure 6(d) ) and each machine has a certain number of jobs to process in a given sequence. In this example, the first machine processes 3 jobs with the processing times of 6, 2 and 4, while the second machine processes 2 jobs with processing times of 5 and 4, in that order. Once we have this assignment of jobs to machines, we can apply our single machine algorithm to both of them independently to optimize the overall earliness and tardiness penalty. Figure 7 shows the best schedule for both the machines with an overall penalty of 32. 
Proof of Optimality
We now prove the optimality of Algorithm 1 with respect to the solution value for the single machine case.
Lemma 1.
If the initial assignment of the completion times of the jobs (C i ), for a given sequence J is done according to Equation (2), then the optimal solution for this sequence can be obtained only by reducing the completion times of all the jobs or leaving them unchanged.
Proof. We prove the above lemma by considering two cases of Equation (2). Case 1: D > P 1 In this case Equation (2) will ensure that the first job is completed at the duedate and the following jobs are processed consecutively without any idle time. Moreover, with this assignment all the jobs will be tardy except for the first job which will be completed at the due date. The total penalty (say, P N ) will be n i=1
. . , n. Now if we increase the completion time of the first job by x units then the new completion times C ′ i for the jobs will be C i + x ∀ i, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and the new total penalty P N ′ will be n i=1 1, 2 , . . . , n). Clearly, we have P N ′ > P N which proves that an increase in the completion times cannot fetch optimality which in turn proves that optimality can be achieved only by reducing the completion times or leaving them unchanged from Equation (2). Case 2: D ≤ P 1 If the processing time of the first job in any given sequence is more than the duedate then all the jobs will be tardy including the first job as P 1 > D. Since all the jobs are already tardy, a right shift (i.e. increasing the completion times) of the jobs will only increase the total penalty and hence worsening the solution. Moreover, a left shift (i.e. reducing the completion times) of the jobs is not possible either, because C 1 = P 1 , which means that the first job will start at time 0. Hence, in such a case Equation (2) is the optimal solution. In the rest of the paper we avoid this simple case and assume that for any given sequence the processing time of the first job is less than the due-date. Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 finds the optimal solution for a single machine common due date problem, for a given job sequence.
Proof. The initialization of the completion times for a sequence P is done according to Lemma 1. It is evident from Equation (2) that the deviation from the due date (DT i ) is zero for the first job and greater than zero for all the following jobs. Besides, DT i < DT i+1 for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n − 1, since C i < C i+1 from Equation (2) and DT i is defined as DT i = C i − D. By Lemma 1 the optimal solution for this sequence can be achieved only by reducing the completion times of all the jobs simultaneously or leaving the completion times unchanged. Besides, a reduction of the completion times is possible only if ES > 0 since there is no idle time between any jobs.
The total penalty after the initialization is P N = n i=1 (β i · T i ) since none of the jobs are completed before the due date. According to Algorithm 1 the completion times of all the jobs is reduced by min{ES, DT j } at any iteration. Since DT 1 = 0, there will be no loss or gain for j = 1. After any iteration of the while loop in line 5, we decrease the total weighted tardiness but gain some weighted earliness penalty for some jobs. A reduction of the completion times by min{ES, DT j } is the best non-greedy reduction. Let min{ES, DT j } > 0 and t be a number between 0 and min{ES, DT j }. Then reducing the completion times by t will increase the number of early jobs by one and reduce the number of tardy jobs by one. With this operation, if there is an improvement to the overall solution, then a reduction by min{ES, DT j } will fetch a much better solution (V j ) because reducing the completion times by t will lead to a situation where none of the jobs either start at time 0 (because ES > 0) nor any of the jobs finish at the due date since the jobs 1, 2, 3, . . . , j − 1 are early, jobs j, j + 1, . . . , n are tardy and the new completion time of job j is C ′ j = C j − t.
Since after this reduction DT j > 0 and DT j < DT j+1 for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n−1, none of the jobs will finish at the due date after a reduction by t units. Moreover, it was proved by Cheng et al. [6] that in an optimal schedule for the restrictive common due date, either one of the jobs should start at time 0 or one of the jobs should end at the due date. This case can occur only if we reduce the completion times by min{ES, DT j }. If ES < DT j , the first job will start at time 0 and if DT j < ES then one of the jobs will end at the due date. In the next iterations we continue the reductions as long as we get an improvement in the solution and once the new solution is not better than the previous best, we do not need to check any further and we have our optimal solution. This can be proved by considering the values of the objective function at the indices of two iterations; j and j + 1. Let V j and V j+1 be the value of the objective function at these two indices, then the solution cannot be improved any further if V j+1 > V j by Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Once the value of the solution at any iteration j is less than the value at iteration j + 1, the solution cannot be improved any further.
Proof. If V j+1 > V j , a further left shift of the jobs does not fetch a better solution. Note that the objective function has two parts: penalty due to earliness and penalty due to tardiness. Let us consider the earliness and tardiness of the jobs after the jth iterations are E 
). Besides, after every iteration of the while loop in Algorithm 1, the completion times are reduced or in other words the jobs are shifted left. This leads to an increase in the earliness and a decrease in the tardiness of the jobs. Let's say, the difference in the reduction between V j+1 and V j is x. Then we have E j+1 = E j + x and T j+1 = T j − x. Since V j+1 > V j , we have: α i x > n i=j+2 β i x. Hence, at the (j + 1) th iteration the total penalty due to earliness exceeds the total penalty due to tardiness. This proves that for any further reduction there cannot be an improvement in the solution because a decrease in the tardiness penalty will always be less than the increase in the earliness penalty.
Algorithm Run-Time Complexity
In this Section we study and prove the run-time complexity of the Algorithms 1 and 2. We calculate the complexities of all the algorithms separately considering the worst cases for all. Let T 1 and T 2 be the run-time complexities of the algorithms respectively.
Lemma 3. The run-time complexities of both Algorithms 1 and 2 are O(n 2 ), where n is the total number of jobs.
Proof. As for Algorithm 1, the calculations involved in the initialization step and evaluation of P L, DT, ES, Sol are all of O(n) complexity and their evaluation is irrespective of the any conditions unlike inside the while loop. The while loop again evaluates and updates these parameters at every step of its iteration and returns the output once their is no improvement possible. The worst case will occur when the while loop is iterated over all the values of j, j = 2, 3, . . . , n. Hence the complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n 2 ) with n being the number of jobs processed by the machine. Hence, T 1 = O(n 2 ). Let m be the number of machines, then in the Algorithm 2, the complexity for the first two for loops is O(m + (n − m)m) where, O(m) corresponds to the first for loop and O((n − m)m) corresponds to the second for loop involving the calculation of λ. For the last for loop, we need to consider all the cases of the number of jobs processed by each machine.
Let x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x m be the number of jobs processed by the machines, respectively. Then, m i=1 x i = n. We make a reasonable assumption that the number of machines is less than the number of jobs, which is usually the case. In such a case the complexity of Algorithm 2 (
. Thus the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(m + nm − m 2 + n 2 ). Since we assume m < n we have T 2 = O(n 2 ).
9 Exponential Search: An Efficient Implementation of Algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 shifts the jobs to the left by reducing the completion times of all the jobs by min{ES, DT j } on every iteration of the while loop. The runtime complexity of the algorithm can be improved form O(n 2 ) to O(n log n) by implementing an exponential search instead of a step by step reduction, as in Algorithm 1. To explain this we first need to understand the slope of the objective function values for each iteration. In the proof of optimality of Algorithm 1, we proved that there is only one minimum present in V j ∀j. Besides, the value of DT j increases for every j as it depends on the completion times. Also note that the reduction in the completion times is made by min{ES, DT j }. Hence, if for any j, ES ≤ DT j then every iteration after j will fetch the same objective function value, V j . Hence, the solution values after each iteration will have a trend as shown below in Figure 8 .
With such a slope of the solution we can use the exponential search as opposed to a step by step search, which will in turn improve the run-time complexity of Algorithm 1. This can be achieved by increasing or decreasing the step size of the while loop by orders of 2 (i.e. 2, 2 2 , 2 3 , . . . , n) while keeping track of the slope of the solution. The index of the next iteration should be increased if the slope is negative and decreased if the slope is non-negative. At each step we need to keep track of the previous two indices and once the difference between the indices is less than the minimum of the two, then we need to perform binary search on the same lines. The optimum will be reached if both the adjacent solutions are greater than the current value. In this methodology
The trend of the solution value against each iteration of Algorithm 1, for a job sequence. The value of the solution does not improve any further after a certain number of reductions.
we do not need to search for all values of j but in steps of 2 j . Hence the runtime complexity with exponential search will be O(n log n) for both the single machine and parallel machine cases.
A Dynamic Case of CDD
In this Section we discuss about a dynamic case of the common due-date problem for the single machine case at the planning stage. Consider the case when an optimal schedule has been calculated for a certain number jobs, and then an unknown number of jobs with unknown processing times arrive later. We assume that the original schedule is not disturbed and the new sequence of jobs can be processed after the first set of jobs. We show that in such a case the optimal schedule for the new extended job sequence can be achieved only by further reducing the completion times of all the jobs. We would like to emphasize here that we are considering the dynamic case at the planning stage when none of the jobs of the original known job sequence has gone to the processing stage.
Let us assume that at any given point of time there are a certain number of jobs (n) in a sequence J, for which the optimal schedule against a common due-date D on a machine has been already calculated using Algorithm 1. In such a case, if there are some additional jobs n ′ in a sequence J ′ to be processed against the same due-date and by the same machine without disturbing the sequence J, the optimum solution for the new sequence of n + n ′ jobs in the extended sequence J + J ′1 can be found by further reducing the completion times of jobs in J and the same reduction in the completion times of jobs in J ′ using Algorithm 1. We prove it using Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. Let, C i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be the optimal completion times of jobs in sequence J and C ′ j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , n + n ′ − 1, n + n ′ ) be the optimal completion times of jobs in the extended job sequence J + J ′ with n + n ′ jobs. Then,
Proof. Let Sol J denote the optimal solution for the job sequence J. This optimal value for sequence J is calculated using Algorithm 1 which is optimal according to Theorem 1. In the optimal solution let the individual penalties for earliness and tardiness be E i and T i , respectively, hence
Clearly, the value of Sol J cannot be improved by either reducing the completion times any further as explained in Theorem 1. Now, processing an additional job sequence J ′ starting from C n (the completion time of the last job in J) means that for the new extended sequence J +J ′ the tardiness penalty increases further by some value, say P T J ′ . Besides, the due date remains the same, the sequence J is not disturbed and all the jobs in the sequence J ′ are tardy. Hence the new solution value (say V J+J ′ ) for the new sequence J + J ′ will be
For this new sequence we do not need to increase the completion times since it will only increase the tardiness penalty. This can be proved by contradiction. Let x be the increase in the completion times of all the jobs in J + J ′ with x > 0. The earliness and tardiness for the jobs in J become E i − x and T i + x, respectively and the new total penalty (V J ) for the job sequence J becomes
Equation (5) yields
Since Sol J is optimal Sol J ≤ V J , we have
Besides, the total tardiness penalty for the sequence J ′ will further increase by the same quantity, say δ, δ ≥ 0. With this shift, the new overall solution value V ′ J+J ′ will be
Substituting V J from Equation (8) we have
Using Equation (6) gives
Using Equation (9) and δ ≥ 0 we have
This shows that only a reduction in the completion times of all the jobs can improve the solution. Thus, there exists a γ, γ ≥ 0 by which the completion times are reduced to achieve the optimal solution for the new job sequence
. . , n + n ′ ) since all the jobs are processed one after another without any idle time.
Results
In this Section we present our results for the single and parallel machine cases. We used our exact algorithms with simulated annealing for finding the best job sequence. All the algorithms were implemented on MATLAB R and run on a machine with a 1.73 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM. We present our results for the benchmark instances provided by Biskup and Feldmann in [4] for both the single and parallel machine cases. For brevity, we call our approach as APSA and the benchmark results as BR.
We use a modified Simulated Annealing algorithm to generate job sequences and Algorithm 1 to optimize each sequence to its minimum penalty. Our experiments show that an ensemble size of 4 + n/10 and the maximum number of iterations as 500 · n, where n is the number of jobs, work best for the provided benchmark instances. The runtime for all the results is the time after which the solutions mentioned in Table 2 and 3 are obtained. The initial temperature is kept as twice the standard deviation of the energy at infinite temperature:
We estimate this quantity by randomly sampling the configuration space [18] . An exponential schedule for cooling is Table 2 : Results obtained for the single machine case of the common due date problem and comparison with benchmark results provided in the OR Library [3] . For any given number of jobs there are 10 different instances provided and each instance is designated a number k. The gray boxes indicate the instances for which our algorithm could not achieve the known solution values given in [3] . Table 3 : Results obtained for the single machine case of the common due date problem and comparison with benchmark results provided in the OR Library [3] . There are 10 different instances provided and each instance is designated a number k.The gray boxes indicate the instances for which our algorithm could not achieve the known solution values given in [3] . adopted with a cooling rate of 0.999. One of the modifications from the standard SA is in the acceptance criterion. We implement two acceptance criteria: the Metropolis acceptance probability, min{1, exp((−△E)/T )} [18] and a constant acceptance probability of 0.07. A solution is accepted with this constant probability if it is rejected by the Metropolis criterion. This concept of a constant probability is useful when the SA is run for many iterations and the metropolis acceptance probability is almost zero, since the temperature would become infinitesimally small. Apart from this, we also incorporate elitism in our modified SA. Elitism has been successfully adopted in evolutionary algorithms for several complex optimization problems [8, 14] . We observed that this concept works well for the CDD problem. As for the perturbation rule, we first randomly select a certain number of jobs in any job sequence and permute them randomly to create a new sequence. The number of jobs selected for this permutation is taken as 2 + ⌊ n/10⌋, where n is the number of jobs. For large instances the size of this permutation is quite small but we have observed that it works well with our modified simulated annealing algorithm.
In Table 2 and 3 we present our results (APSA) for the single machine case. The results provided by Biskup and Feldmann can be found in [7] . The first 40 instances with 10 jobs each have been already solved optimally by Biskup and Feldmann and we reach the optimality for all these instances within an average run-time of 0.457 seconds. Among the next 160 instances we achieve equal results for 13 instances, better results for 133 instances and for the remaining 14 instances with 50, 100 and 200 jobs, our results are within a gap of 0.803 percent, 0.1955 percent and 0.1958 percent respectively. Feldmann and Biskup [7] solved these instances using three metaheuristic approaches, namely: simulated annealing, evolutionary strategies and threshold accepting; and presented the average run-time for the instances on a Pentium/90 PC. In Table 4 we show our average run-times for the instances and compare them with the heuristic approach considered in [7] . Apparently our approach is faster and achieves better results. However, there is a difference in the machines used for the implementation of the algorithms. In Table 5 we present results for the same problem but with parallel machines for the Biskup benchmark instances. The computation has been carried out for k = 1 up to 200 jobs and a different number of machines with restrictive factor h. We make a change in the due date as the number of machines increases and assume that the due date D is D = ⌊h · n i=1 P i /m⌋. This assumption makes sense as an increase in the number of machines means that the jobs can be completed much faster and reducing the due-date will test the whole setup for more competitive scenarios. We implemented Algorithm 2 with six different combinations of the number of machines and the restrictive factor. Since these instances have not been solved for the parallel machines, we are presenting the upper bounds achieved for these instances using Algorithm 2 and the modified simulated annealing.
Conclusion and Future Direction
In this paper we present two novel exact polynomial algorithms for the common due-date problem to optimize any given job sequence. We prove the optimality for the single machine case and the run-time complexity of the algorithms. We implemented our algorithms over the benchmark instances provided by Biskup and Feldmann [4] and the results obtained by using our algorithms are superior to the benchmark results in quality. We discuss how our approach can be used for non-identical parallel machines and present results for the parallel machine case for the same instances. Furthermore, we also discuss the efficiency of our algorithm for a special dynamic case of CDD at the planning stage.
